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Abstract— This paper proposes a distributed deep reinforcement learning (RL) based strategy for a team of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to autonomously fight forest fires. We
first model the forest fire as a Markov decision process (MDP)
with a factored structure. We consider optimally controlling
the forest fire without agents using dynamic programming, and
show any exact solution and many approximate solutions are
computationally intractable. Given the problem complexity, we
consider a deep RL approach in which each agent learns a
policy requiring only local information. We show with Monte
Carlo simulations that the deep RL policy outperforms a handtuned heuristic, and scales well for various forest sizes and
different numbers of UAVs as well as variations in model
parameters. Experimental demonstrations with mobile robots
fighting a simulated forest fire in the Robotarium at the Georgia
Institute of Technology are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
Forest fires are responsible for a significant amount of
economic, property, and environmental damage all over
the world. Studies have shown that the economic impact
alone can reach over a billion US dollars per incident for
suppression efforts, environment rehabilitation, and public
assistance [1].
Monitoring and controlling forest fires is therefore an
appealing application for aerial robotics as terrain, weather,
and other factors can pose serious challenges for firefighters –
including the potential for loss of life. An attractive solution
is to use autonomous multi-agent systems, such as a team of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), in this domain. UAVs
are agile, potentially disposable, can be deployed in large
numbers, and can form a distributed system, eliminating the
need for a central decision maker. Information from a multiagent system can be provided to firefighters to assist their
planning, monitoring, and control efforts.
In this paper we first introduce a simplified lattice-based
stochastic model that captures the bulk behavior of a forest
fire and an agent model that includes motion, communication, and action constraints. We establish the infeasibility of exact and approximate control methods that require
enumerating the state space. We discuss task decomposition
to address problem complexity and describe a hand-tuned
heuristic to generate control inputs for the UAV agents. We
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Fig. 1: Example forest fire simulation. Cell color denotes
tree state: green is healthy, red is on fire, and black is burnt.
Gold lines show sample UAV trajectories.

then develop a novel extension of Q-learning for multi-agent
systems to create a decentralized and scalable solution by
which a network of aerial agents can effectively contain
the spread of a forest fire. Specifically, the solution scales
independent of the forest size and the number of agents.
Simulation and hardware experiments validate its efficacy.
Prior work on the application of robotics to assisting with
forest fires has focused on the modeling and monitoring aspects. A number of models have been introduced to describe
the spread of a wildfire, including elliptical PDE models [2],
vector propagation models using spatial data [3] (used by the
US Department of Agriculture Forest Service), and stochastic
lattice-based models [4], [5].
Several methods have been published on using autonomous agents to surveil and monitor a forest fire. Methods
include using computer vision techniques to detect a fire
[6], [7] or to monitor a fire and relevant data of the fire
(e.g. temperature and flame height) [8], [9], [10], [11].
Decentralized monitoring systems with UAVs have also been
investigated [12]. In general, persistent surveillance is a
broad research topic with methods that could be applied
to forest fire models. Surprisingly, there are relatively few
published methods for autonomous agents to control a forest
fire. One method [13] constructs a fully decentralized method
using potential fields and the agents are able to surround and
suppress a wildfire. Another method [14] uses a centralized
formulation with one agent collecting observations that are
sent to a base station which then determines actions for the
other agents. In [4], the authors also develop two centralized
policies that are idealized and provide conditions necessary
for agents to stabilize a fire under their model. Other work
has posed forest fire fighting as a centralized resource allo-
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cation problem without autonomous agents [15], [16].
Reinforcement learning (RL) approaches also mainly focus on persistent monitoring of forest fires. Ure et al. [17]
developed an online decentralized cooperative method for
agents to build an estimated model of a forest fire process.
Julian et al. [18] proposed two deep reinforcement learning
methods for fixed-wing aircraft with imperfect sensors to
maximize sensor coverage of a forest fire. The application
of RL in prior work for modeling and sensor coverage [17],
[18] provided inspiration for using RL methods to produce
a decentralized policy for agents to suppress a forest fire.
Bertsimas et al. [19] applied Monte Carlo tree search and
rolling horizon optimization to forest fire management for a
centralized decision maker and assume suppression resources
can instantaneously be assigned to any location.
Model-based RL is the appropriate framework for solving
the described problem, but exact methods and many approximate methods either cannot address the domain complexity
or require recomputing solutions when changing problem
parameters. To address domain complexity, we leverage
task abstraction which has been shown to be effective for
improving long-term planning [20], [21]. For scalability, we
propose a novel extension of deep Q-learning.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section II
establishes the forest fire and agent models and establishes
the problem complexity. In Section III we describe a handtuned heuristic to generate agent control actions that is
decentralized and scales independently of forest size and
number of agents. In Section IV we propose a novel Qlearning algorithm based on deep reinforcement learning
(RL) to improve upon the heuristic. Finally, Section V
presents performance metrics of the multi-agent solution.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Forest Fire Model
A stochastic discrete-time model, inspired by [4], is used
to describe the forest fire dynamics. The forest is modeled
as a set of m total trees represented by nodes on a two
dimensional plain square lattice Z2 (the set Z2 is the integer
grid). The position of a tree i is given by qi ∈ Z2 and the
inter-tree distance on the lattice is assumed to be one unit. At
each time t, the tree state xti is one of three possible values,
Xi = {H, F, B} = {healthy, on fire, burnt}. Actions correspond to dumping fire retardant on a tree and are binary
variables, ati ∈ Ai = {0, 1}. The potential to dump fire
retardant on a tree is only available if a UAV is located over
the tree. The UAV model is described below in Section II-B.
The notation xtO(i) is used to represent the states of trees
in the set O(i) ⊆ {1, . . . , m}, xtO(i) = {xtj | j ∈ O(i)}.
Similar notation is used for the action variables, atO(i) =
{atj | j ∈ O(i)}. An aggregate state and action
Qmspace can
be defined
by
the
Cartesian
products,
X
=
i=1 Xi and
Qm
A = i=1 Ai . The subscript of variables is omitted when
referring to aggregate values, such as xt ∈ X and at ∈ A.
The state transitions of a single tree are influenced by the
tree’s current state as well as “neighbor” trees, which are

TABLE I: Single tree transitions pi for forest fire model
xt+1
i

Healthy

On Fire

Healthy

pHF (xtN (i) )

1 − pHF (xtN (i) )

0

On Fire
Burnt

0
0

pF F (ati )
0

1 − pF F (ati )
1

xti

Burnt

trees one unit away in Manhattan distance. The neighbor set
function N (i) represents the neighbor trees for tree i, N (i) =
{j | kqi − qj k1 = 1 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , m}}. The parent function
Γ(i) represents all trees that influence the state evolution of
tree i, Γ(i) = i ∪ N (i). Figure 2a provides an example of
the neighbor set and parent function for the model.
Table I summarizes the probabilistic transition function pi
for a single tree which is parameterized by pHF and pF F .
A tree that is healthy will probabilistically transition to on
fire only if at least one tree in its neighbor set is on fire,
t

pHF (xtN (i) ) = 1 − αfi ,
where
fit is the number of neighbor trees on fire, fit =
P
t
j∈N (i) 1F (xj ). The parameter α ∈ [0, 1] is a known
constant that describes the likelihood of a tree on fire
spreading fire to a healthy tree, independent of other tree
states. The notation 1A (x) represents the indicator function
and equals one when x ∈ A and zero otherwise.
A tree on fire will either remain on fire or transition to
burnt after one time step. The probability of remaining on
fire is a function of the action,
pF F (ati ) = β − ati ∆β,
where β ∈ [0, 1] and ∆β ≤ β are known quantities that
describe the average number of time steps a fire will persist
and how effective actions are, respectively. Only trees on
fire are affected by the choice of action ati ; this is the only
influence of control actions in the model.
Finally, a tree that is burnt will remain burnt for all
time. The parameters α, β, and ∆β can also be extended
to include other effects, such as wind and varying terrain
(α(xi , t), β(xi , t), and ∆β(xi , t), respectively). For this
work, these parameters are held constant, although we intend
to investigate varying these parameters in future work.
The transition function of the aggregate state (all trees in
the forest) is described
distribution,
Qm by the joint tprobability
p(xt+1 | xt , at ) = i=1 pi (xt+1
| xΓ(i) , ati ).
i
B. Agent Model
The UAV agent model includes motion constraints, communication limits, and simple sensors. We use the index k
to refer to the k th agent, as before we use i to refer to the
ith tree. There is a total of C agents operating in the domain
and the UAVs are considered agile in the sense that ulimit
actions can be executed before the forest fire model updates.
Due to the disparity of time steps for model updates and
time steps for agent actions, the time index τ is used when
referring to time-dependent agent quantities.

(a) Neighbor set

(b) Agent movement

Fig. 2: (both) The lattice is visualized as a grid of cells. (a)
For the gold cell, the neighbor set includes the blue cells and
the parent function returns the gold and blue cells. White
cells are part of the forest but are not in the neighbor set
nor a parent cell. (b) Feasible movements for an agent (gold
circle). Agents can also choose not to move.

Motion. Each agent moves on the same plain square twodimensional lattice Z2 as the forest. The agent is also
not constrained to stay within any boundaries — it can
move infinitely away from the lattice in any direction. The
position of an agent k is represented by pτk ∈ Z2 . The agent
action space contains nine possible actions which modify
the position, pτk+1 = pτk + uτk with uτk ∈ U and,
 

i
U=
(i, j) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} × {−1, 0, 1} .
j
Note that action set A refers to actions that influence the
transitions of the forest and action set U refers to actions
that modify the position of agents. Figure 2b shows a visual
representation of the action set U.
Sensors. Each agent is equipped with two sensors.
i. Camera. A downward facing Infrared (IR) camera
captures the states of an h × w sized grid of trees.
The agent is located at the center of the image and if
images are taken at an edge of the forest, the image is
padded with healthy trees.
ii. Radio. The agents are notified of the initial average
positionP
qfire of the trees on
over the entire forest,
Pfire
m
m
0
0
qfire =
1
(x
)q
/
1
i i
i=1 F
i=1 F (xi ).
Example sensor data for an agent is shown in Figure 3a.
Communication. Agents communicate with the nearest
agent, jcomm = arg
min
kpτi − pτj k2 . Agent jcomm
j=1,...,C∧j6=i

transmits the position pτjcomm and the label jcomm to agent k;
no other information is shared. Agent k does not transmit
information to agent jcomm unless agent k is also the nearest
agent. The nearest agent may change at each time step τ
as the agents move on the lattice. Figure 3b provides an
example of the communication model for three agents.
Control action. Fire retardant is applied to a tree when any
agent’s position coincides with a tree on fire,
(
1 if 1F (xti ) ∧ pτk = qi ∧ τ ∈ [t, t + ulimit ],
t
ai =
0 otherwise.
The effect of retardant does not compound if multiple
agents move to the same tree within the interval [t, t + ulimit ]
and therefore agents will need to cooperate to avoid wasting
control effort. A retardant capacity can be specified, dk ∈

(a) Agent sensor data

(b) Agent communication

Fig. 3: (a) Example sensor data for an agent (blue circle):
an image (here, h = w = 3) of tree states and the initial
fire location qfire (red circle). In the image, color indicates
tree state: green is healthy, red is on fire, black is burnt. (b)
Example communication based on distance for three agents
(red, green, and blue circles). Arrow directions show the flow
of information and color indicates the broadcasting agent.

Z+ , to limit the number of trees on fire an agent can dump
retardant on. If an agent runs out of retardant, the agent
returns to a base station near the edge of the forest, its
retardant capacity is refilled, and it is re-deployed into the
forest at the station.
We assume that agents without retardant have a greater
maximum speed and that refilling takes a negligible amount
of time. Therefore, a depleted agent is refilled and redeployed at the station at the next time step τ .
Memory. Agents track if their position has coincided with
a tree that is on fire or burnt, ck ∈ {True, False}, which is
determined by the image data. Initially, ck is False and the
value is changed only once,
ck = True if 1{F,B} (xti ) ∧ pτk = qi ∧ τ ∈ [t, t + ulimit ] ,
for any time t during the forest fire model simulation.
The agent modeling assumptions can reasonably be implemented on a sub-class of UAVs. Mellinger et al. [22] describe
a 3D trajectory and altitude controller for quadrotor vehicles.
The quadrotors can be commanded to maintain a constant
altitude and move laterally to achieve the discrete motion
described in the agent motion model.
Cameras and High Frequency (HF) radios are compact and
relatively inexpensive sensors and many quadrotor platforms
incorporate both for various applications. We assume the
agents are distributed throughout a forest (e.g. uniformly or
randomly) for a task, such as persistent monitoring, prior to
the fire ignition. The fire ignition location is assumed to be
known and is sent to the agents through HF broadcasting.
Dense communication networks (e.g. all-to-all communication) with high bandwidth are possible but are difficult and
costly to implement. Instead, a passive method is described
where agents can continually broadcast their position and
index label and receive the same information via HF radios.
The communication model is relatively low bandwidth and
does not require reciprocal data transfer or acknowledgement
of transmission or reception, resulting in less susceptibility
to errors. Lastly, we assume a practical amount of fire
retardant can be stored on-board the agents; enough to dump
retardant on 10 trees before returning to the base station

for a refill. Although the forest fire and agent models are
highly abstracted, we believe they retain the key attributes
for designing a fire fighting policy for a team of UAVs.
C. Problem Complexity
Each tree in the forest, given the state of its parents
Γ(i) and a reward function ri , is described as an infinite
horizon, discounted Markov decision process (MDP). An
infinite horizon, discounted MDP is defined by the tuple
hX , A, p, Ri, where X is the state space, A is a set of
feasible actions, p is a probabilistic transition function, and
R is the immediate reward function. For a single time step,
it is relatively simple to statistically predict the distribution
of next states for a single tree.
The whole forest is a network of locally-interacting MDPs,
where the region of interaction for each tree is the neighbor
set N (i). As a result, the number of possible forest configurations is astronomical—a forest of m trees has 3m possible
configurations. A 100 tree forest has more states than there
are grains of sand on Earth, and a 250 tree forest has more
states than atoms in the universe [23]. For comparison, there
are approximately 26,000 trees in New York’s Central Park,
which is a relatively small sized forest. The number of states
for any practical forest size suggest that controlling this
networked MDP will be difficult.
A simple way to reduce this complexity is to only consider
forest configurations that have a non-zero probability of
occurring. Considering only non-zero probability transitions,
there are 2k configurations after one time step, where k =
P
m
t
t
t
i=1 1F (xi ) + 1H (xi )1R+ (1 − pHF (xN (i) )). The quantity
k describes the number of trees on fire and the number of
healthy trees that may transition to on fire. As an example,
consider a 4 × 4 grid of trees on fire in the center of
a large forest. There are 16 trees on fire and 16 healthy
trees that are neighbors of the trees on fire. Therefore, the
number of possible forest configurations after one time step
is 232 ≈ 4.29 × 109 , a very large number even when only
considering reachable states for a small fire.
The previous discussion elucidates the issue of enumerating the aggregate state space. In addition, with a limited
number of agents acting in the forest with restricted field
of view sensors (e.g. a camera) to observe the forest, the
problem description also includes both motion and partial
observability constraints. Therefore, the partially observable
MDP (POMDP) framework is more appropriate for modeling the full problem with additional agent and observation
constraints. However, exact POMDP solutions are PSPACE–
complete for finite horizon problems, and undecidable for
infinite horizon problems [24], [25].
Extreme model complexity does not itself preclude the
existence of a simple policy that optimizes a performance
metric. In the next section, we discuss how to pose the forest
fire model in the relevant framework from literature and show
that an exact policy, excluding agent and action constraints,
is in fact intractable.

D. Factored MDPs (FMDPs)
In comparison to traditional MDP descriptions, Factored MDPs (FMDPs) [26] leverage problem structure to create a compact representation. An infinite
horizon, discounted FMDP is defined by the tuple
h{Xi ∀i}, {Ai ∀i}, {pi ∀i}, {ri ∀i}i where the individual
state space, action space, transition function, and reward
function are stored for each constituent MDP, as opposed to
forming aggregate spaces which are exponential quantities.
In addition, the joint probability transition function is represented compactly by a two-slice temporal Bayesian network.
The
is additively composed, R(xt , at ) =
Pm rewardt function
t
i=1 ri (xO(i) , aO(i) ) where the functions ri typically have
a restricted domain, O(i) ⊆ X with |O(i)|  m.
A FMDP can be used to describe the forest fire model,
where there are m copies of the state space, action space,
transition function, and reward function for a single tree.
A solution to the forest fire FMDP is a value function
v(xt ) describing the value of a forest state assuming that the
maximizing action at is always taken. Despite the compact
representation of FMDPs, the structure does not translate
into structure in the value function and exact solutions still
require enumerating the aggregate state space [27]. As a
result, approximate methods for both FMDPs and factored
representations of POMDPs have been proposed in literature.
In contrast to approximate methods in literature, we seek
a solution method that does not need to be recomputed
if the number of total trees m is varied. In addition,
many approximate methods will struggle with the added
complexity of partial observability constraints. Ultimately,
deep RL approximate methods will be able to address the
overwhelming complexity and generate a scalable solution.
III. H EURISTIC A PPROACH
We now describe a hand-tuned method to generate actions
for agents that does not depend on the forest size or the
number of agents.
A. Task Decomposition
Section II-C demonstrates the difficulty in finding solutions to the full problem, which includes agent motion,
sensing, and communication constraints. Therefore, we decompose the problem at the agent level. Each agent is tasked
with completing two objectives, described as
1) approach the initial forest fire location,
2) move to suppress the forest fire.
The first task is equivalent to finding the shortest path
between an agent’s position pτk and the location qfire . Agent
communication and cooperation are ignored to further simplify the task. The solution is described in closed-form as,
uτk = arg min kpτk + u − qfire k2 .
u∈U

(1)

Once an agent moves “close enough” to the initial fire
location, the agent switches to the second task. The memory
ck determines when to switch tasks as ck describes when an

agent first encounters a tree that is not healthy, an indication
that the agent is near a fire.
B. Algorithm Description
Algorithm 1 describes the heuristic that generates actions
for both tasks. The method uses information derived from an
agent’s sensors which is encapsulated in a feature set denoted
sτk for notational convenience.
Agent Feature Set sτk .
i. Memory cτk .
ii. Image Ikτ . The camera image is vectorized to Ikτ .
iii. Avoidance eτk ∈ {True, False}. Agents use right-ofway priority by comparing their index with the nearest
agent’s index. The value is eτk = True if k > jcomm
and False otherwise. Agents with higher indices are
responsible for yielding to agents with lower indices.
τ
iv. Rotation vector vkτ . The vector vk,cen
= pτk − qfire
informs the agent of its relative position with respect
to the initial fire location. The rotation vector is
τ
vkτ = R⊥ vk,cen
where R⊥ is the 2D rotation matrix
◦
that rotates a vector through −90 . The vector vkτ is
constructed so that always taking the action uτk =
arg min ku/kuk2 − vkτ k2 will continuously move the
u∈U
agent clockwise about the location qfire .
v. Nearest agent vector wkτ . The vector wkτ = pτk − pτjcomm
informs the agent of its relative position with respect to
the closest agent. If agent k is responsible for avoiding
agent jcomm (determined by eτk ) then it should not move
within a safety radius of one of agent jcomm .
The feature set sτk is formed by the concatenation of this

T
information into a vector, sτk = ck Ikτ vkτ eτk wkτ .
Figure 4a provides an example of the direction vectors.
Both the heuristic and the deep RL method proposed in
Section IV use this feature set as the only input for each
agent to determine its control action.
Once ck = True, the heuristic first proposes to simply rotate
clockwise about the fire center (line 4). The purpose of this
action is to make each agent “patrol” and apply retardant
along the set of “boundary” trees of the forest fire.
Definition 1 (Boundary tree). A tree
P i is considered a
“boundary tree” if xti ∈ {F, B} and j∈N (i) 1H (xtj ) > 0.
The rotational action may sometimes skip applying retardant to trees on fire since the fire grows stochastically.
Therefore, the heuristic also considers two “left” actions
defined relative to the proposed action so agents can move
appropriately as the fire grows (lines 5 and
 7).TThese actions
are defined relative to an action uτk = i j
as uleft,1 =

T

T
1
i−j i+j .
−j i
and uleft,2 = max{|i+j|,|i−j|,1}
On the other hand, the agent may move far away from
boundary trees if the fire does not grow as quickly as
anticipated. A “right” action is taken when the agent believes
the proposed action would move it to a healthy tree that is
far from a boundary tree. Specifically, if the new position
pτk+1 = pτk + uτk coincides with a healthy tree xti that has

(a) Direction vectors

(b) Left and right actions

τ
Fig. 4: (a) Example direction vectors vk,cen
, vkτ , and wkτ for
a given agent (gold circle). The red circle denotes the fire
ignition location qfire and the blue circle denotes the nearest
agent. (b) In the heuristic, the agent considers left and right
actions (red and blue vectors) relative to an action uτk .

Algorithm 1 Heuristic
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: agent feature set sτk
Output: agent action uτk
if ck = True then
uτk = arg min ku/kuk2 − vkτ k2
u∈U
if tree on fire to “left” of agent then
uτk = move to tree on fire
else if burnt tree to “left” of agent then
uτk = move to burnt tree
else if agent moves and sees many healthy trees then
uτk = move “right”
if eτk = True ∧ kwkτ + uτk k2 ≤ 1 then
uτk = “stop”
τ
else uk = use Equation 1

many nearby healthy trees,

P

j∈H

1H (xtj ) ≥ 6 where

H = {j | 0 < kqj − qi k2 ≤ 2 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , m}},
then the proposed action is switched to a “right”
T action (line
9), defined relative to uτk as uright = j −i . Figure 4b
shows an example of left and right actions for a proposed
action. Lastly, the agent chooses to “stop” if eτk = True and
it will move within the safety radius of
 theTnearest agent
(line 11), where the stop action is u = 0 0 .
We stress that this complex hand-tuned heuristic encapsulates significant expertise from the authors. It is then noteworthy that the deep RL approach we describe next produces
a policy that significantly outperforms this heuristic.
A reward function for the second task is described in
Algorithm 2 and is used for the deep RL approach. Additional performance metrics are presented in Section V to
evaluate both methods. Agents are rewarded for applying
control to boundary trees on fire (line 4) as well as moving
near the boundary (line 6). Agents are heavily penalized
if they fail to avoid collisions (line 9) and rewarded if
they move further away from other agents (line 11). Agents
are rewarded for
moving clockwise
 about qfire (line 13), if

  τ
τ
τ
− 0 0 1 · vk,cen × uk /kuk k2 ≥ 0.

Algorithm 2 Agent Reward
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: agent feature set sτk and action uτk
Output: agent reward rkτ
Initialize rkτ = 0
if agent moved to a boundary tree on fire then
rkτ = rkτ + 1 else rkτ = rkτ − 2
else if agent moved to a healthy tree then
if tree has at least one on fire or burnt neighbor then
rkτ = rkτ + 0.5 else rkτ = rkτ − 1
if eτk = True ∧kwkτ + uτk k2 ≤ 1 then
rkτ = rkτ − 10
if eτk = True ∧kwkτ k2 ≤ 1 ∧ kwkτ + uτk k2 > 1
then rkτ = rkτ + 1
if agent moved “clockwise” then rkτ = rkτ + 1

IV. D EEP Q- LEARNING A PPROACH
Our deep RL approach generates a decentralized solution
that outperforms the heuristic and scales independently of
the forest size and the number of agents. A neural network
is used to represent the state-action utility function Q(s, a)
following [28]. The network outputs values for all agent
actions u ∈ U given an agent feature vector sτk and the
architecture consists of three fully-connected layers with
ReLU activations, represented schematically in Figure 5.
The training algorithm for the Multi-Agent Deep Q Network (MADQN) is given in Algorithm 3. Every episode
consists of specifying an initial set of trees on fire and agent
locations with an example shown in Figure
 6a. Each agent
contributes experiences sτk , uτk , rkτ , sτk+1 to shared memory
once ck = True (centralized training). Experience replay is
used to break up correlations between experiences (line 19).
After training, agents use the same copy of the final trained
network to generate actions online (decentralized execution).
Target networks are used for stable training of the neural network (line 20). In addition, simulation episodes are
capped at a fixed number of model updates, set by tlimit (line
5), to bound the maximum cumulative reward.
The training algorithm linearly anneals the exploration
rate  from init to final over zlearn updates of the network.
The heuristic (Algorithm 1) is used to populate the replay
memory with experiences before network training starts. The
heuristic also provides guided exploration of the state space
by occasionally providing agent actions (line 10)
V. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Simulation and Model Parameters
Following [4], the spatial spreading parameter is α =
0.7237 and the fire persistence parameter is β = 0.9048. The
effect of retardant is ∆β = 0.54. The MADQN architecture
uses three hidden layers of sizes (2048, 2048, 2048). The
replay memory was initialized by the heuristic with 5,000
experiences, the memory limit was Dlimit = 1,000,000, and
the discount factor was γ = 0.95. The exploration rate 
started at one and was linearly annealed to 0.15 over 20,000

Fig. 5: Network architecture. The input is an agent’s feature
set sτk (black rectangle). Hidden layers are fully-connected
with ReLU activations (blue rectangles). The output is a
vector containing a value for each action uτk (red rectangle).
Algorithm 3 Multi-Agent Deep Q Network (MADQN)

16:
17:
18:

Initialize network Q with random θ
Initialize target Q with θ− = θ, initialize replay D
for episode 1, . . . , N do
Initialize simulator, agent positions and memory
while less than tlimit simulator updates do
for each agent k do
Generate sτk and update ck with image data
if ck = False then uτk = Equation 1
else sample b uniformly from [0, 1]
if b ≤  then uτk = query heuristic
else uτk = query network
Generate reward rkτ (Algorithm 2)
if ulimit actions taken then update simulator
if episode ends then continue to next episode
Update agent positions using current actions
for each agent k do
if ck = False then skip agent

Generate sτk+1 , add sτk , uτk , rkτ , skτ +1 to D

19:
20:
21:

Sample minibatch from D and update network
if zlimit updates then update θ− = θ
Drop experiences if |D| > Dmax , anneal rate 

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

updates. For training, 110 episodes were run on a 50 × 50
sized forest with 10 agents and 16 initial trees on fire.
Episodes were terminated after tlimit = 100 model updates.
The camera image dimensions were h = w = 3 and agents
performed ulimit = 6 actions per model update. Agents were
initialized to a random set of tree positions within the forest
at the beginning of each simulation. When used, the capacity
constraint was dk = 10 for all agents.
The model parameters α and β were chosen to simulate a
fire that does not self extinguish but instead will burn down
the majority of the forest if control is not applied. In addition,
random agent positions do not let the network assume that
the fire will always be surrounded by agents.
B. Simulation Results
The evaluation metric for both methods is the fraction
healthy trees to total trees fepisode =
Pm of remaining
tfinal
1
(x
)/m
at the end of a simulation. Given that
i
i=1 H
the model is stochastic, Nepisodes = 1,000 total simulations
were run for each method. The number of agents was varied

TABLE II: Simulation results for three experiments. Data are presented as “loss / limited / win” percentages for 1,000
episodes. The forest is a square grid of 50 × 50 trees and fires are initialized in a square grid at the center. The shaded cell
indicates the configuration used for network training. When overwhelmed with trees on fire (e.g. 10 agents, 10 × 10 fires)
both methods fail to consistently suppress the fire. Otherwise, MADQN scales better with more agents and preserves more
healthy trees compared to the heuristic.
Agents
10
50
100

Agents
10
50
100

(a) Sample initial condition

1. Unlimited Capacity
4 × 4 Fires
10 × 10 Fires
Heuristic
MADQN
Heuristic
MADQN
61.9 / 0.2 / 37.9
45.0 / 0.0 / 55.0
97.1 / 0.2 / 2.7
95.3 / 0.2 / 4.5
24.3 / 22.0 / 53.7
12.6 / 4.3 / 83.1
40.9 / 32.0 / 27.1
22.3 / 10.5 / 67.2
17.5 / 23.6 / 58.9
7.5 / 4.9 / 87.6
30.9 / 38.9 / 30.2
15.8 / 11.3 / 72.9
2. Limited Capacity
4 × 4 Fires
Heuristic
MADQN
83.8 / 0.0 / 16.2
78.5 / 0.3 / 21.2
48.0 / 3.4 / 48.6
12.0 / 5.3 / 82.7
41.0 / 4.3 / 54.7
9.5 / 4.7 / 85.8

(b) MADQN vs Heuristic

Fig. 6: (both) Red cells are trees on fire and black cells are
burnt trees. (a) Sample initial condition with random initial
agent positions (blue circles) and a 4×4 grid of trees on fire.
Base station is shown as a gold square. (b) Comparison of
heuristic (blue) and MADQN (green) paths. Agent number
indicates initial position and X’s are final positions.

with two different initial sets of trees on fire: a 4 × 4 and a
10 × 10 sized square grid, both at the center of the forest.
Three numerical experiments were used to evaluate the
control methods. The first assumes unlimited control capacity
to determine if it is possible to contain an aggressive forest
fire. The second adds the capacity constraint for more
realistic results. The third increases the model parameters to
α = 0.3 and β = 0.92 to demonstrate robustness of MADQN
to model variations. Larger model parameter values results
in a fire that spreads faster and lasts longer.
Figure 7 shows sample distributions of the metric fepisode
using the heuristic and MADQN. For a batch of episodes,
results are divided into three categories,
1) “losses”: fepisode ≤ 0.2,
2) “limited”: 0.2 < fepisode ≤ 0.8,
3) “wins”: fepisode > 0.8,
in order to separate the modes of the distribution and
summarize the performance. A loss corresponds to almost
all trees burning down, limited refers to a limited number of
trees burning down, and a win is when a large majority of

3. Limited Capacity, Larger α, β
4 × 4 Fires
Heuristic
MADQN
94.0 / 0.0 / 6.0
93.1 / 0.0 / 6.9
77.5 / 0.0 / 22.5
35.5 / 5.6 / 58.9
70.4 / 1.1 / 28.5
26.9 / 8.6 / 64.5

(a) Sample heuristic results

(b) Sample network results

Fig. 7: Sample distributions of fepisode using (a) heuristic and
(b) MADQN for 100 initial fires, 50 agents, and unlimited
control capacity. Values used for delineating the three performance categories are shown by red and green lines.

healthy trees remain at the end of a simulation.
Table II compares performance of the heuristic and
MADQN. For 16 initial fires, the maximum achievable
fepisode is 99.36% (all trees on fire immediately transition
to burnt) and for 100 initial fires the maximum is 96%. The
heuristic does well, but does not scale as well as MADQN.
With more initial fires and low agents, both methods are
less effective, but MADQN rapidly improves with additional
agents. Most notably, MADQN was only trained on the
case of 10 agents with 16 initial fires and unlimited control
capacity. Nevertheless, it adapts to more agents and a different initial configuration, as well as the capacity constraint
and model variations. Figure 6b shows a comparison of
the actions that the heuristic would make compared to the
network. The heuristic typically more strictly follows the
action to rotate about the fire center qfire .
C. Hardware Experiments
The Robotarium [29] at the Georgia Institute of Technology was used to demonstrate actions made by MADQN on
mobile robots, as shown in Figure 8. The experiment used
four agents performing ulimit = 2 actions per model update

Fig. 8: Still frame taken from hardware experiments conducted using the robotarium. An overhead projector displays
images to represent healthy, on fire, and burnt trees. Mobile
robots represent firefighting UAVs.

in a 10 × 10 forest. See supplemental materials for videos
and results of the experiment.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This work proposes a deep RL approach to generate a decentralized control strategy for fighting forest fires with agent
motion, sensing, and communication constraints. Despite the
overwhelming complexity, a tractable and scalable method
was developed and the performance was validated by Monte
Carlo simulations. Future work will address several aspects
of this work to further improve upon the performance.
The choice of task decomposition influences the solution
quality and methods have been proposed in literature to
guide the decomposition of complex problems. Realistic
forest fires will include additional aspects, such as wind and
terrain effects and multiple initial fire locations. The current
approach will need to be modified to address these aspects
to be effective in real-world environments. More extensive
experiments, using quadrotors with appropriate sensors and
a simulated forest fire, are planned to further validate the
practicality of our deep RL solution.
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